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Robust Soft-Decision Interpolation Using
Weighted Least Squares
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Abstract—Soft-decision adaptive interpolation (SAI) provides
a powerful framework for image interpolation. The robustness
of SAI can be further improved by using weighted least-squares
estimation, instead of least-squares estimation in both of the
parameter estimation and data estimation steps. To address the
mismatch issue of “geometric duality” during parameter esti-
mation, the residuals (prediction errors) are weighted according
to the geometric similarity between the pixel of interest and the
residuals. The robustness of data estimation can be improved by
modeling the weights of residuals with the well-known bilateral
filter. Experimental results show that there is a 0.25-dB increase
in peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) for a sample set of natural
images after the suggested improvements are incorporated into
the original SAI. The proposed algorithm produces the highest
quality in terms of PSNR and subjective quality among sophisti-
cated algorithms in the literature.

Index Terms—Edge-directed interpolation, image interpolation,
soft decision, weighted least squares (WLS).

I. INTRODUCTION

A N APPROACH using 2-D autoregressive modeling and
soft-decision interpolation was proposed by Zhang and

Wu recently [1]. This method is called soft-decision adap-
tive interpolation (SAI), which is one of the state-of-the-art
algorithms in the literature. It provides the highest average
peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) (in decidels) among some
sophisticated edge-directed algorithms [2]–[4]. Furthermore,
some other interpolation and superresolution algorithms were
also proposed recently [5]–[7]. In this paper, the SAI method
is formulated as the maximum a posterior (MAP) estimation
problem, which involves two steps of parameter estimation
and data estimation. Similar to new edge directed interpolation
(NEDI) [3], SAI relies on “geometric duality” (i.e., the consis-
tency of geometric structure across resolutions) to estimate HR
parameters using LR samples. Fig. 1 shows that the LR samples
resemble the HR samples due to consistent geometric structure,
which is defined according to the image model. However,
“geometric duality” is not well satisfied in some cases. Let
us use Fig. 2, which shows an HR patch extracted from the
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Fig. 1. “Geometric duality.” (a) HR geometric structure. (b) Repeating in the
HR image. (c) Repeating in the downsampled LR image.

Fig. 2. Failure of “geometric duality.” (a) HR geometric structure. (b) HR
patch. (c) Observed LR patch due to a mismatch of “geometric duality.”
(d) Randomly sampled LR geometric structures. (e) Partial HR geometric
structure without the center value.

lighthouse image, to illustrate this situation. Fig. 2(d) shows
a randomly sampled geometric structure in the observed LR
patch. Most samples in the observed LR patch are irrelevant
to the HR geometric structure of interest [ Fig. 2(a)], such that
the estimated parameter using the samples in the observed LR
patch cannot match well to the HR geometric structure for
interpolating the missing pixel, which means a mismatch of
“geometric duality.” Answers to this problem have not been
well addressed in the literature.

SAI makes use of least-squares estimation (for both param-
eter and data estimation steps), which is equivalent to the max-
imum likelihood and MAP estimation using the white Gaussian
noise assumption in the image model. It is well known that the
least-squares estimation is not robust to outliners. During the
last decades, the majority of solutions suggested using a robust
norm, such as norm used by superresolution [8] and adaptive
norm used by Huber function [9], instead of norm, which re-
sults in using least-squares estimation. Weighted least-squares
(WLS) estimation is another more intuitive solution, which mul-
tiplies a weighting matrix to residuals, making minimum mod-
ification to the original solution.

Recently, more NEDI-related algorithms were developed.
Xiong et al. [10] proposed a tanner-graph-based interpolation
method using NEDI’s method for parameter estimation. Zhang
et al. [11] suggested using nonlocal means for weighting the
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residuals for NEDI; Liu et al. [12] proposed a regularized local
linear regression algorithm, and the samples are weighted by
combining nonlocal means and bilateral filter. In an early ver-
sion of our work [13], we also model the weights of residuals
for parameter estimation using the bilateral filter. However, the
aforementioned weighting methods lack theoretical analysis,
and the patch sizes used do not exactly match the image model.
Furthermore, the difference in the patch scales in the HR and
LR patches due to downsampling is also ignored.

In this paper, WLS estimation is applied to the SAI method
for robustness in both parameter and data estimations. For
parameter estimation, the weighting criteria are specifically
designed according to the definition of “geometric duality”
and the image model for weighting the residuals, as shown
in Fig. 2. The criterion called geometric similarity includes
two terms: 1) the structural similarity (SS) to measure the
difference between the HR structure of interest [ Fig. 2(e)] and
LR structures of the residuals [ Fig. 2(d)], and 2) the geometric
distance to decay the weights of the residuals according to
their spatial distances from the pixel of interest. The proposed
weighting criteria are analyzed and can potentially model the
probability of “geometric duality,” which is the basic assump-
tion of parameter estimation. Thus, the weights of unfavorable
residuals (which violate “geometric duality”) can be reduced,
leading to robust estimation. For data estimation, the weighting
criteria are simplified from that in parameter estimation, and it
resembles the well-known bilateral filter [14], which has been
successfully shown to be a weighting model for parameter
estimation in kernel regression [15].

We have implemented the SAI and found that it has a slightly
worse PNSR (0.13 dB) performance compared to the official
release from [16]. Nonetheless, it was found that the original
SAI method was optimal using the autoregressive model, which
utilizes a small local window (12 pixels) for both parameter es-
timation and data estimation, and interpolates 4 pixels per shift
in a raster order. The SAI method using a small local window
can yield a low probability of the occurrence of outliners. Little
improvement (0.05 dB) was shown if the proposed WLS esti-
mations are adapted to our implementation of the original for-
mulation of the SAI.

To maximize the performance of the WLS estimation, the SAI
is modified by using a larger local window for parameter estima-
tion and a smaller window for data estimation. The large local
window can favor the proposed WLS estimation since more
useful information can be used while the robustness and accu-
racy are maintained by using adaptive weights. A smaller local
window for data estimation can estimate 9 pixels per window,
while only 1 pixel is replaced each time, such that the modified
SAI becomes a pixel-based estimation algorithm. Pixel-based
data estimation can make the estimation localize to one pixel of
interest at one time. Before applying the WLS to the modified
SAI (a change in window sizes only), the modified SAI gives
similar performance to the original SAI (based on our imple-
mentation) in terms of PSNR. Applying the WLS approach to
the modified SAI eventually gives a better PSNR (0.25 dB on
average) than the official release of SAI from [16]. The results
agree with the reason using the WLS estimation.

The organization of the rest of this paper is given as fol-
lows: Section II describes the formulation of the SAI method
using MAP estimation. Section III presents WLS estimation

Fig. 3. Graphical illustration of 21 LR and 12 HR pixels within the local
window used by SAI. The left figure shows one element of � � ��� and
� � ��� , and their diagonal neighbors � � ��� and � � ��� , where
� and � represent the row and column indexes. The right figure shows one
element � � ��� and its horizontal–vertical neighbors � � ��� .

using geometric similarity and bilateral filter for modeling the
weights. Experimental results are shown in Section IV, and a
conclusion is given in Section V.

II. SAI [1]

Let us formulate the interpolation problem as a MAP estima-
tion. Within a local window as shown in Fig. 3, the observed
LR pixels in the LR image is used to predict the HR pixels

in the HR image. The LR and HR pixels are represented by
columnwise lexicographically ordered matrix notations for con-
venience. Throughout this paper, the nonbold symbols relating
to the matrixes represent their respective elements. The sizes of

and in this section (the original SAI) are 12 1 and 21 1,
respectively. The MAP estimation of is given by

(1)

where maximizing the posterior probability is equivalent to
maximizing the likelihood multiplied with the prior probability.
In SAI, the likelihood is assumed to follow Gaussian distribu-
tion with equal variances (unimportant constants are ignored)
as follows:

(2)

where exp(.) means exponential operation, the elements of are
the model parameters, are the diagonal neighbors of , and

are the diagonal neighbors of . The sizes of , , ,
and are 4 1, 21 4, 5 4, and 5 1, respectively. The
size of is determined to guarantee that its neighbors are
defined within the local window. More specifically, the elements
of are the five centermost elements of (bounded by dotted
cross in Fig. 3). Note that the elements of and are subsets
of the elements of . On the contrary, all the elements of
have counterparts in and/or . Similarly, the elements of

are subsets of the elements of , and all the elements of
have counterparts in and/or . Hence, all LR and HR

pixels in and are defined in the likelihood. Examples of
these symbols are shown in Fig. 3. The Gaussian distribution
of the likelihood is equivalent to the zero-mean white Gaussian
noise assumption in the image models, and

, where is the noise. Similarly, assume that the
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Fig. 4. (a) Graphical illustration of the spatial difference between the estimated
LR parameter and the HR parameter. (b) Original horizontal–vertical correla-
tions. (c) Proposed all-rounded correlations.

prior probability follows Gaussian distribution with a different
variance, as follows:

(3)

where the elements of are the model parameters, and are
the horizontal–vertical neighbors of . Similarly, the size of
is determined to guarantee that its neighbors are defined
within the local window. More specifically, is a 4 1 vector
representing the centermost four elements of (bounded by
dotted square in Fig. 3). Note that the elements of and
are subsets of the elements of . On the contrary, all the el-
ements of have counterparts in and/or and/or .
Hence, all the HR pixels in are defined in the prior proba-
bility. One sample of these symbols is shown in Fig. 3 (right).
The model parameters are estimated using the least-squares es-
timation approach as follows:

(4)

(5)

where are the diagonal neighbors of , and
are the horizontal–vertical neighbors of , as shown in
Fig. 4(a) and (b). Note that the size of , , and in (4)
and (5) are 21 1, 21 4, and 21 4, respectively. Parameters
estimated using LR pixels refer to an approximation of the HR
parameters by using the assumption of “geometric duality.”
The situation is shown in Fig. 4(a). In this figure, the parameters
of the HR model relate the diagonal pixels with the center pixel
by one half of the distance of the estimated LR parameters.
Although the least-squares estimations in (4) and (5) are not
robust to outliners, SAI uses a small window size, which has
a low possibility of including outliners in general cases. The
MAP estimation in (1) can be simplified by taking logarithm as
the following:

(6)

Fig. 5. Center part of the 8� 8 window used for parameter estimation: center
pixel and its diagonal neighbors ��� (which represent the HR geometric struc-
ture), and one LR sample � and its diagonal neighbors ��� (which represent
the LR geometric structure).

Fig. 6. Local window used for data estimation for the proposed method.

where is the regularization factor that was recommended to
be 0.5 [1]. Solving the least-squares estimation of the parameter
estimation in (4) and (5) within a local window yields an autore-
gressive model with white Gaussian noise assumption. Estima-
tion of the high-resolution pixels using (6) is called SAI, and (6)
can be then solved accordingly [1].

III. WLS ESTIMATION USING GEOMETRIC SIMILARITY AND

BILATERAL FILTER

WLS estimation is a powerful and intuitive solution to reduce
the influence of outliners and maintain robustness. The mis-
match issue of “geometric duality” is a kind of outliners. For ex-
ample, the estimated LR parameters do not approximate the HR
parameters when the geometric structures change across resolu-
tions in Fig. 4(a). In Section III-A, we propose a novel weighting
method during the parameter estimation to better approximate
the ground true HR parameters. In Section III-B, we introduce
the bilateral filter as the weighting method during the data es-
timation. Note that, to achieve the maximum performance of
WLS, the local window for parameter estimation in (4) and (5)
is enlarged to 8 8 (in terms of LR pixels), and the local window
for data estimation in (6) is reduced to 3 3 (in terms of HR
pixels), as explained in the introduction section (Figs. 5 and 6).

A. Parameter Estimation

Due to the enlargement of the local window to 8 8 (in terms
of LR pixels), the size of in this section is 64 1. The or-
dinary least-squares estimation in (4) and (5) is equivalent to
maximum-likelihood estimation with white Gaussian noise as-
sumption. The Gaussian distribution is used since it gives us the
least-squares solution, which minimizes the least-squared error.
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Let us relax the white noise assumption and consider the co-
variance matrix , which fully characterizes the multivariate
Gaussian distribution as follows:

(7)

and , where .
To analyze the covariance matrix, we can use the sample covari-
ance matrix obtained by applying the following cost function
(derived from MAP estimation) to obtain several sets of ground
true parameters, which perfectly reconstruct the HR center pixel

[the fifth element of in (16)] from its four LR diagonal
pixels (see Fig. 5)

(8)

where , and is a regularization factor to regu-
larize the sum of elements of (i.e., ) to 1 for filter stability;
such stability is naturally inherited when samples in the smooth
region are used. (The samples in the smooth regions are regular-
izers,1 which regularize the sum of parameters to 1.) For gen-
eralization, we incorporate such regularization into our analysis
of covariance. By solving (8) using the gradient decent, we ob-
tained the following iteration equation:

(9)

where should be a sufficiently small value that indicates the
step size to ensure stable convergence, and the absolute residual

is less than 0.5. Each set of parameters generates
64 residuals in the local 8 8 window (Fig. 5).
We sampled uniformly the HR Lena image to obtain about 8000
observations of (around the edges) and their corresponding
parameters. Since there are infinite sets of ground true param-
eters that satisfy , and can be converged by
making use of (9), we choose three sets of representative pa-
rameters obtained by initializing in (9): 1) as with

; 2) as with ; and 3) as
with , which represent the three

general settings of parameters.
Let us classify the 8000 64 observations of residuals and

calculate the sample covariance for each class, such that we can
analyze the feasibility of estimating the covariance by the pro-
posed criterion of classification. Our proposed method that ad-
dresses the “geometric duality” (Fig. 2) includes two criteria.
The first criterion is SS, i.e., , where is defined
earlier as the HR geometric structure of interest and ’s are
the LR geometric structures (LR samples). The second criterion
is geometric distance, i.e., , where and are
the 2 1 vectors that represent the 2-D coordinates of the center
pixel (to be interpolated) and LR samples . The norm was eval-
uated for and . Fig. 5 shows a graphical illustration
of one of the samples of the SS, whereas the geometric distance
can be understood without graphical illustration.

Due to the square local window and the symmetric property
of the covariance matrix, we only calculate the sample covari-
ance of four rows (i.e., , , , and ) and the diag-

1During the estimation of parameters, the cost function using LR samples
in the smooth region is minimized for any parameter ���, which has a sum of
elements equal to 1, i.e.,������ � � � � for any �� � � when � � � due to
constant intensity in smooth area.

Fig. 7. Plot of sample covariance against the proposed geometric distance
criterion.

Fig. 8. Plot of sample covariance against the proposed SS criterion.

onal positions (i.e., for ) to account for all positions
in the covariance matrix. Our experiments show that the three
sets of ground true parameters show very similar characteristics
using the proposed criteria; hence, only the figures with the first
set of parameters are shown. Figs. 7 and 8 show some plots of
sample covariances against the two criteria. Fig. 8 shows that
the classified covariances increase exponentially with the SS.
The row covariances that can represent the nondiagonal covari-
ances follow approximately an exponential distribution with the
values of the variances three times of that of the diagonal co-
variances. The geometric distance is not a good classifier due
to the combined effect of outliner and smooth area. Let us refer
to Fig. 1 again; the edge only accounts for a small portion in a
local window, such that a larger geometric distance often leads
to a higher possibility of smooth area and outliners, which com-
pensate each other the results in similar covariances regardless
of the geometric distance. Such an effect cannot be revealed
by evaluating the covariances; however, the final PSNR values
show slight improvements by incorporating the geometric dis-
tance criterion (to reduce the effect of outliners since the benefit
bought by smooth area is the regularization of parameters), and
the proposed function for modeling the covariance is given as
follows:

(10)

where . We evaluate the performance
of this definition of covariance matrix using (7) and the proposed
overall algorithm. It was found that the full covariance matrix
definition with nondiagonal covariance produces 1-dB-worse
performance in the final result. It is due to the fact that our model
in (10) does not have negative value of covariance, and in fact,
the nondiagonal covariance often has negative value (depending
on the definition of ), which does not exist in the sample
covariances due to the averaging effect of samples. (If less sam-
ples are used, instability is shown in Fig. 8 for large values in the
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Fig. 9. Plot of sample covariance against different criteria of classification.

-axis.) Hence, the assumption of all positive values of covari-
ances in our model produces unacceptable results. As a result,
the nondiagonal covariance is often assumed to be zero, such
that the covariance matrix becomes a diagonal matrix, which
resembles the inverse of the weighting matrix used in the WLS
method [11]–[13]. Let us replace the covariance matrix in (7)
by (where is a diagonal matrix for weighting) to
obtain the WLS as follows:

(11)

where the elements of are the weighting parameters for the
residuals in . From (10), we propose the following
weighting matrix for WLS estimation:

(12)

which appears to be similar to the weighing methods in [11] and
[12]. To analyze the difference between methods, we plot the
three criteria (i.e., radiometric distance of bilateral filter using
squared norm, patch radiometric distance of nonlocal means
using squared norm, and using norm) used in the methods
in [11] and [12] according to the previously described proce-
dure in Fig. 9, which shows that the proposed SS provides the
best exponential shape. However, since there are infinite sets
of parameters that satisfy (8), we also rely on PSNR evalua-
tion using these two methods [11], [12] in our overall algo-
rithm. The results show a drop in PSNR of 0.06 and 0.09 dB
in the Lena image with variances empirically optimized. These
methods use the patch size that does not match with the image
model used in NEDI [see Fig. 1(a)], and the patch scale does
not involve the scale change due to downsampling of the image
[see Fig. 2(d) and (e)].

Occurrence of Outliners: Outliners during the parameter es-
timation are defined statistically as large residuals. Due to the
fact that the expected squared residual is a variance that can be
modeled by our proposed SS, the outlying residuals can also be
approximately modeled by SS. A larger SS means a higher pos-
sibility of an outlier. To verify that the least squares estimation
of parameters using a small local window involves significant
outliners, we have calculated the average SS of the centermost
16 residuals in the local window for edge pixels and plotted the
probability of the average SS in Fig. 10. This figure shows that
the probability is large (e.g., 0.003) for a large value of average
SS in the Lighthouse image. This verifies the occurrence of out-
liners in small local windows of a natural image. Moreover, we
have also calculated the edge mean squared errors in Fig. 10.

Fig. 10. Plot of probability and mean squared error against the proposed SS
criterion.

The result shows that, for a large SS (approximately the out-
liners), the proposed algorithm provides obviously lower mean
squared errors. This further verifies the benefits of WLS for SAI
in case of a large SS (approximately the outliners).

WLS Estimation: or norm can be used in
(12), which produces very similar PSNR when the variances are
empirically optimized. Variances and in (12) are identi-
fied empirically (set to 625 and 4 when and for
the two terms). By slightly varying these parameters, it hardly
changes the PSNR values of the final interpolated image. Hence,
the closed-form solution of (11) is given by

(13)

Although the estimation of parameter in (5) does not in-
volve the mismatch issue of “geometric duality” due to the same
resolution of the geometric structures in (5) and (6) [see the
right-hand side of Figs. 3 and 4(b)], weighting the residuals
using can yield a slightly better result (0.03 dB) due to the
modeling of geometric distance. Due to the relative insignifi-
cance of parameter , different modeling methods for pa-
rameter show very limited improvement. The closed-form so-
lution of is given by

(14)

where in this paper is modified from horizontal–ver-
tical correlation to all-rounded correlation [as shown in
Fig. 4(b) and (c)], which can give a slightly better result
( 0.02 dB). Different from the suggested value of the regu-
larization factor, the ratio of the sum of squared residuals is
proposed to define in (16) as follows:

(15)

which can make the regularization factor adaptive to the esti-
mation accuracy of the two parameters and give a slightly better
PSNR (0.01 dB) on average.

B. Data Estimation

The local window for data estimation has a size of 3 3 (in
terms of HR pixels), as shown in Fig. 6. The sizes of and in
this section are 9 1 and 16 1, respectively. Similar to the pa-
rameter estimation, we can analyze the sample covariance ma-
trix by substituting the estimated parameters and ground true
into (16). Since the data and parameter estimation use the same
image model but different scales, it is anticipated that a similar
criterion of classification can be applied. From (10), we modify
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Fig. 11. Plot of sample covariance for data estimation against the proposed
criteria.

the SS to involve no scale change and to make it pixel based due
to the fact that the patch involves many unknown HR pixels (see
Fig. 6) and the resultant criteria resemble the bilateral filter. By
following a similar procedure in the parameter estimation, we
have plotted the sample covariance classified by the two criteria
of the bilateral filter in Fig. 11. The major difference between
data and parameter estimation is that the residuals are not corre-
lated since most row covariances (that can represent the off-di-
agonal covariances) are zero, such that the diagonal definition
of covariance matrix should be used. Hence, the data estimation
in (6) is modified to the WLS formulation by incorporating the
weighting parameters as follows:

(16)

where contains the weighting parameters for residuals in
, , and , respectively.

Note that the sizes of and are determined in such a way to
guarantee that their neighbors ( and ) would be defined
within the local window in Fig. 6. For example, the size of in

is 4 1, and the size of in is 1 1.
More specifically, is a 1 1 vector representing the
centermost element of , and is a 4 1 vector representing
the centermost four elements of (bounded by dotted square
in Fig. 5). All the elements of have counterparts in and/or

and/or . All the elements of have counterparts in

and/or . Hence, all the pixels in and are defined in the
posterior. We use in the term [ (16)]
as an example ( in other terms can be derived accordingly)
to show the definition of bilateral filter as follows:

(17)
where , is the radiometric distance
between the center pixel (approximated by bilinear inter-
polation for calculating the radiometric distance) and , and

is the geometric distance using norm between
the center pixel and . Note that each element in corre-
sponds to one element of in (17). The variances, i.e., 125
and 2, were found empirically, and mildly varying these two
parameters hardly changes the PSNR values of the final inter-
polated image. Setting 125 to [100, 150] and 2 to [1.75, 2] gives
similar results, which gives the highest PSNR values on average.
Equation (16) can be reformulated into a more compact repre-
sentation (similar to the approach in SAI) as follows:

(18)

where is a 14 14 diagonal matrix [the combination of the
three in (16)], and is a 14 16 matrix defined as (19),
shown at the bottom of the page, and . is a 14 9
matrix, and . is a 9 9 identity matrix,
and the definition of is given by

(20)

and . Since (18) is a convex optimization problem, its
closed-form solution can be derived by putting the derivative
into zero and is given by

(21)

(19)
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Fig. 12. Eight test images: (left to right and top to bottom) Wall, Door, Boat,
House, Girl, Sky, Lighthouse, and Pepper.

TABLE I
PSNR (DB) OF EIGHT TEST IMAGES USING DIFFERENT ALGORITHMS

where only the center pixel (the fifth element in ) is replaced
by the estimated value. The local window is shifted in raster
scan to estimate the next pixel by using the updated parameters

, , and , and (21). After interpolating the center pixels,
the adjacent pixels (e.g., the missing HR pixel on top of in
Fig. 6) can be interpolated by the same steps using the scaled and
rotated (by 45 ) local windows, where the interpolated center
pixels are used as “LR pixels.”

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Our experimental work was done on an Intel-i7, 3 GHz com-
puter system (single thread was used). Eight natural images
(seven from Kodak) as shown in Fig. 12 were used for testing
the robustness and accuracy of the proposed method in dif-
ferent situations. The image sizes range from 512 512 to
768 512. The images were downsampled without low-pass
filtering and upsampled two times. We implemented the pro-
posed method using (21), the local linear regression (LLR) [12],
and bicubic convolution interpolator [17], whereas the execu-
tion codes of NEDI [3], linear minimum mean square error
(LMMSE) [2], and SAI [1] were obtained from the authors’
corresponding websites, respectively. The technique of regular-
ization of filter coefficient from [12] has also been applied to
our approach; however, this only accounts for a very slight fur-
ther improvement in PSNR (about 0.007 dB), as compared with
those without using it in our approach.

As shown in Tables I–III, the proposed method, which applies
the WLS estimation to SAI, gives the highest PSNR (in deci-
bels), SSIM [18], and FSIM [19] on average. The average PSNR
(in decibels) of the proposed method is 0.248, 0.259, 0.451,
0.626, and 0.399 dB higher than that of the LLR, SAI, bicubic,
NEDI, and LMMSE, respectively. Note that SAI performs ex-
ceptionally well in image Pepper which involves a large portion
of consistent geometric structures across resolutions, and per-
forms relatively bad in image Lighthouse which involves severe
mismatch issue of “geometric duality” In almost all test images,

TABLE II
SSIM [18] OF EIGHT TEST IMAGES USING DIFFERENT ALGORITHMS

TABLE III
THE FSIM [19] OF EIGHT TEST IMAGES USING DIFFERENT ALGORITHMS

the proposed method gives the highest PSNR (dB), SSIM and
FSIM.

Fig. 13 shows a portion of the Lighthouse image. It is ob-
vious that the NEDI and SAI suffer from interpolation artifacts
around the fence. Although this paper of SAI suggested using
a cost function to detect overfitting, this method does not es-
sentially solve the mismatch issue of “geometric duality” and a
large threshold would eliminate the chance of interpolating “us-
able” pixels. The proposed method also applies a very gentle
cost function method (which contributes to 0.02 dB overall,
and 0.1 dB improvement in PSNR in the Lighthouse image)
to reject extreme cases of overfitting. It is observable that the
edges pointed by the red arrows are aliased areas resulting from
LMMSE and bicubic interpolation.

Fig. 14 shows a portion of the Pepper image. Again, NEDI,
SAI and the proposed method produce some visually similar
edges pointed by the red arrows. However, the PSNR (dB) and
SSIM of the proposed method are higher than that of the other
methods. This suggests its fidelity issue among other methods.
One can examine the image produced by NEDI in details and
find that small edges (well below the red arrow) are blurred
and there are directional artifacts near the small edges. This
kind of nonlocal effect is due to nonadaptive weightings during
the parameter estimation. The SAI method uses a comparably
small local window such that the nonlocal effects are allevi-
ated. However, due to the nonrobustness of the least-squares
estimation, the SAI is sensitive to noise and outliner, resulting
in lower fidelity images, compared to the proposed method, as
justified in Table I. This kind of sensitivity is visually observ-
able by looking at the directional artifacts in the smooth re-
gion. The SAI produces some slightly more visible directional
lines in the smooth region than the proposed method. For the
other two methods, LMMSE produces the second worst edge,
and bicubic produces severely aliased edges due to nonadap-
tive filtering. Fig. 15 shows portions of the images Wall and
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Fig. 13. Portions of image Lighthouse. From left to right and top to bottom,
they are (a) the original HR image and interpolated images using (b) LMMSE
[2], (c) NEDI [3], (d) Bicubic [17], (e) SAI [1], and the (f) proposed method.

Door. These portions also show that the proposed method has
advantages in image structures with small details, compared to
SAI.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have presented a robust soft-decision in-
terpolation algorithm using WLS estimation for both param-
eter and data estimation steps. For parameter estimation, the
weights are modeled by the geometric similarity to address the
mismatch issues of “geometric duality.” For data estimation, the

Fig. 14. Portions of image Pepper. From left to right and top to bottom, they
are (a) the original HR image and interpolated images using (b) LMMSE [2],
(c) NEDI [3], (d) Bicubic [17], (e) SAI [1], and (f) the proposed method.

Fig. 15. Portions of image Wall and House. (a) Original HR image and interpo-
lated images using (b) SAI [1], and (c) the proposed method and their absolute
errors multiplied by two in (d) and (e).

weights are modeled by the well-known bilateral filter. Experi-
mental results have shown that the proposed method has better
performance, compared with the original SAI method and some
other sophisticated methods in the literature in terms of objec-
tive and subjective evaluation. The proposed WLS estimation
involves an additional two to three times computational cost,
compared with that of the SAI, due to the brute-force imple-
mentation of the bilateral filter, the proposed geometric simi-
larity metric, and the additional matrix operations. An enhance-
ment work is to reduce the computational burden by optimizing
further the whole process, particularly the widely available fast
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approaches for the bilateral filter and the iterative methods, in-
stead of closed-form solutions, which require computationally
demanding matrix inverses.

Alternatively, we may also reduce the computational burden
by sacrificing some quality of the proposed algorithm. For the
parameter estimation, we may replace the WLS estimation by
the intuitive bilateral filter. For the soft-decision estimation, we
can use the fixed-point strategy to avoid the high-dimensional
matrix inverse. Our initial experimental results show that the
computational cost is much lower while there could be a degra-
dation of 0.1 dB PSNR. This is a fruitful direction for further
research.
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